Stewardship and Communication Work Group Notes

Participants:

Goals:
- Trail users are safe, informed, and resources are protected
- We have uniform trail signage throughout the state of Vermont – people know how the trails are marked
- Users have a good feedback mechanism to report trail conditions
- We have closer connection with state information centers, chambers, etc.
- Trail users understand the purpose of the land they are traveling

Objectives/Strategies:
- Collect what is already out there (information materials) – research what already exists – Jeanette Cole
- Find information for difference land management purposes – Danny Hale
- Research currently existing trail signage – Doug Weber
- Contact Department of Tourism, Chamber, etc to find existing materials/opportunities – Heidi Fleury
- Contact sheet for different entities – Ed O’Leary
- Local Motion contact for possible clearing house of trail info for State – Walter Opuszynski

Report Back Via Google Groups by Nov. 15th
http://groups.google.com/group/trails-collaborative-education-group